Context. T Tauri stars exhibit variability on all timescales, whose origin is still debated. Aims. We investigate the long term variability of CTTs over up to 20 years, characterize it from a set of statistical parameters and discuss its origin. Methods. We present a unique, homogeneous database of photometric measurements for Classical T Tauri stars extending up to 20 years. The database contains more than 21 000 U BV R observations of 72 CTTs. All the data were collected within the framework of the ROTOR-program at Mount Maidanak Observatory (Uzbekistan) and together they constitute the longest homogeneous, accurate record of TTS variability ever assembled. We characterize the long term photometric variations of 49 CTTs with sufficient data to allow a robust statistical analysis and propose an empirical classification scheme. Results. Several patterns of long term photometric variability are identified. The most common pattern, exhibited by a group of 15 stars which includes T Tau itself, consists of low level variability (∆V ≤0.4mag) with no significant changes occurring from season to season over many years. A related subgroup of 22 stars exhibits a similar stable long term variability pattern, though with larger amplitudes (up to ∆V ≃1.6 mag). Besides these representative groups, we identify three smaller groups of 3-5 stars each which have distinctive photometric properties. Conclusions. The long term variability of most CTTs is fairly stable and merely reflects shorter term variability due to cold and hot surface spots. Only a small fraction of CTTs undergo significant brightness changes on the long term (months, years), which probably arise from slowly varying circumstellar extinction.
Introduction
T Tauri stars (TTs) were first identified as a class of irregular variables by Joy (1942 Joy ( , 1945 . The properties of these low mass pre-main sequence stars were reviewed by, e.g., Menard & Bertout (1999) who emphasized two subgroups, the so-called "classical" T Tauri stars (CTTs) still actively accreting from their circumstellar disks and the "weak-line" T Tauri stars (WTTSs) no longer surrounded by a circumstellar disk. As discussed by Herbst et al. (1994) , three types of day to week timescale variability can be identified in TTs. Type I variability, most often seen in WTTSs, is characterized by a low level periodic modulation of the stellar flux (a few 0.1 mag) and results from the rotation of a cool spotted photosphere. Type II ⋆ U BV R photometric catalogues are available in electronic form at CDS Strasbourg via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.ustrasbg.fr.
variations have larger photometric amplitudes (up to 2 or 3 mag in extreme cases), are most often irregular but sometimes periodic, and are associated with short-lived accretion-related hot spots at the stellar surface of CTTs. Finally, the more rarely observed Type III variations are characterized by luminosity dips lasting from a few days up to several months, which presumably result from circumstellar dust obscuration, and are associated with the so-called UXOrs.
The ROTOR program (Research Of Traces Of Rotation) is dedicated to the study of the photometric variability of pre-main-sequence (PMS) and mainsequence (MS) objects. The goal of the program is to obtain a long term homogeneous database of U BV R observations of classical T Tauri stars (CTTs), weakline T Tauri stars (WTTs), post-T Tauri stars (PTTs), Herbig AeBe stars (HAeBe), FU Orionis objects, and more evolved stars such as RS CVn, BY Dra, and FK
Star sample and observations
All U BV R data were obtained at Mount Maidanak Observatory (longitude: E4 h 27 m 35 s ; latitude: +38
• 41 ′ ; altitude: 2540 m) in Uzbekistan. Results of astroclimate studies at Maidanak observatory have been summarized by Ehgamberdiev et al. (2000) , who show that it is among the best observatories in the world, in many respects. We targeted 72 CTTs for long-term monitoring from the list of Herbig & Bell (1988) . More than 21 000 U BV R magnitudes were collected for these objects from 1983 up to 2003, although the number of U magnitudes is relatively small compared to the other colors due to the faintness of the stars at those wavelengths. All the observations were obtained at two telescopes (0.6 and 0.48 m reflectors) using a single-channel pulse-counting photometer with photomultiplier tubes. As a rule, each program star was measured once per night at minimal airmass. We secured up to 120 (U )BV R measurements for each sample target during each observational season lasting several months. The number of measurements depends on the object's visibility from Mt. Maidanak. The largest number of measurements was thus obtained for CTTs in Cygnus, Cassiopea, and Taurus, and fewer in Ophiuchus and Orion. Magnitudes are provided in the Johnson U BV R system. The rms error of a single measurement in the instrumental system for a star brighter than 12 m in V is about 0 m .01 in BV R and 0 m .05 in U .
Observations were carried out either differentially using a nearby reference star (see Strauzis 1977) or directly by estimating the nightly extinction (Nikonov 1976 ). In the latter case, several reference stars were observed every night to derive the extinction coefficients in each filter. Selected standard stars (Landolt 1983 (Landolt , 1992 were observed and used to calibrate instrumental magnitudes on the Cousins system. We then transformed the magnitudes to the Johnson U BV R system using the relationship from Landolt (1983) : (V-R) c = -0.0320 + 0.71652×(V-R) J . The formal accuracy of this reduction step is 0 m .01. All observed local times have been converted to heliocentric julian days (JDH). A detailed description of the equipment, observation techniques, and data processing is given in Shevchenko (1989) .
The results of the Maidanak program of homogeneous long-term photometry of CTTs are summarized in Table 1 . Columns are: star's name, star's number in Herbig & Bell (1988) 's catalogue, spectral type, time span of observations in JD, number of seasons observed, photometric range in the V band, number of observations in the V band, and average values of B − V and V − R colors. The complete Maidanak database for CTTs is available in electronic form at CDS, Strasbourg, via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr.
Statistical parameters
We define here the statistical parameters which allow us to characterize the long term photometric variability of CTTs. To increase the reliability of the statistical analysis we consider only observing seasons having at least 12 measurements and further exclude those stars which have less than 5 seasons of observations. As a result we retain 49 CTTs for the analysis. We also performed a more stringent analysis by retaining only 39 stars having more than 20 measurements per season and more than 5 seasons of observations. The results of the 2 analyzes are not significantly different from one another. We thus conclude that our selection criteria for the first sample of 49 stars provide robust statistical parameters (mean, standard deviations, minimum and maximum levels, etc.).
For each object, we compute the mean light level (V m (i) ) in season (i) and the corresponding photometric range (∆V (i) ) for that season. Then we average the (V m (i) ) over all seasons to yield (V m ) and also compute its standard deviation (σ Vm ) based on the scatter of the seasonal means. Similarly, we compute the average V band photometric amplitude over all seasons (∆V =
where N s is the number of observational seasons) and its standard deviation (σ ∆V ). We also use the ratio σ∆V ∆V . In addition to statistical parameters, we investigate the color behavior of CTTs. Previous studies of the short term variability of CTTs have shown that most stars tend to redden in color indices (such as V − R and B − V ) when fading (e.g. Herbst et al. 1994 ). This behavior can result from surface spots, either cold or hot (cf. Bouvier et al. 1995) , or from variable extinction by circumstellar dust. We characterize the color behavior of CTTs by computing the color slopes fits, and the correlation coefficients ρ B−V and ρ V −R . We used the full set of data pertaining to each object in order to compute these parameters since there are usually too few measurements per season to obtain accurate seasonal color slopes. For most stars, a strong correlation is found between color and brightness variations with little evidence for significant variations from season to season (cf., e.g., Fig. 8 ).
The resulting values of statistical and color parameters for 49 CTTs are listed in Table 2 . The columns in Table 2 provide the star's name, the number of seasons N * s with at least 12 measurements, the mean brightness level (V m ) and its seasonal standard deviation (σ Vm ), the average photometric range (∆V , averaged over all seasons) and its seasonal standard deviation (σ ∆V ), the fractional variation of photometric amplitude as measured by the ratio σ∆V ∆V , and the color slopes
together with their correlation coefficients ρ B−V and ρ V −R . Two additional parameters discussed below (cf. Sect.4) are also listed, which characterize the relative seasonal variability of the maximum and minimum light levels (C2 = σ Vmin /σ Vmax ) and the preferred brightness state of the object on the long term (C1 =<
> where V med is the median light level of the object in a given season and the bracket indicates an average over all seasons). For instance, a low C1 value indicates an object which spends more time close to its maximum brightness level.
In order to illustrate the meaning of these parameters, an example of the statistical analysis is shown in Figure 1 Figures 2a and 2b display the light curves of the other 48 CTTs on which we applied the same statistical analysis. It is immediately obvious that different photometric patterns occur on the long term. We discuss these patterns with the help of the above defined statistical parameters in the next section.
Results
In this section, we present the results of the statistical analysis of the long term light curves. The histogram of the average V-band amplitude of variability for the CTTs in our sample is shown in Figure 3 Similarily, the variations of the V-band range from season to season are small for most CTTs, amounting to only a few tenths of a magnitude at most, as shown by the histogram of σ ∆V in Figure 5 . We caution that in seasons where the number of data is not large or in the case of stars where the variations are rapid and short-lived, we may be underestimating the true photometric range. Nonetheless, it appears that this histogram is not as peaked towards small values as is the histogram of σ Vm (Fig.4) but displays a more continuous distribution. We find that the relative changes in amplitude ( σ∆V ∆V ) are usually constrained to lie between 0.1 and 0.5, except for 4 CTTs which do exhibit larger seasonal variations up to 0.9 (EZ Ori, SU Aur, V2062 Oph, and GW Ori, see Fig.6 ). In other words, CTTs with the largest photometric amplitudes are also those whose amplitude varies the most on a timescale of years.
That most CTTs exhibit relatively similar variations in mean brightness level and fractional amplitudes is best seen in Figure 6 where the 2 quantities are plotted against We define 2 additional parameters in order to characterize the preferred brightness state of each object and the long term variations of its extreme (mimimum and maximum) light levels. The first parameter is defined as C1 =<
> where V med is the median brightness of the object in a given season, V min its maximum brightness level and ∆V its photometric amplitude during this season. C1 is computed for each season and then averaged over all seasons. The C1 parameter thus characterizes the preferred light level of the object on the long term. Thus defined, low C1 values indicate objects spending more time in the high luminosity state than in the low one. Parenago (1954) discussed a similar classification of irregular variables based on a histogram of their measured brightnesses.
The second parameter is defined as C2 = σ Vmin /σ Vmax where V min is the maximum brightness state and V max the minimum one for each season. This parameter thus characterizes the long term variability (years) of the bright state relative to that of the faint state. The C2 parameter can be useful to clarify the origin of the variability. For instance, in CTTs where the variability primarily results from hot spots, the minimum light level (≃ photospheric level) is expected to remain nearly constant over the years, while the maximum light level (star + hot spot) is expected to vary on the long term as the spot properties (size and/or Table 2 . ; lower panel:
temperature) change. Hence, CTTs with hot spots are expected to have large C2 values. Conversely, CTTs whose variability is due to cold spots or circumstellar extinction will exhibit a nearly stable maximum light level (≃ photospheric flux) while the minimum light level is expected to vary as the cold spot or the occulting blob size evolve over the years. Hence, CTTs whose variability is due to cold spots and/or circumstellar extinction are expected to have low C2 values.
C1 and C2 were computed for 35 CTTs observed over at least 7 seasons, in order to derive a reliable estimate of σ Vmin /σ Vmax . Figure 7 shows C1 against C2 and reveals some correlated behavior of the 2 parameters. The group of objects in the lower left part of the diagram spend most of their time close to the bright state (low C1). They also exhibit a fairly constant maximum light level, while large variations of minimum brightness occur on the long term (see, e.g. AA Tau and GW Ori in Fig. 2 ). This behavior is suggestive of non uniform circumstellar extinction occurring on the short term (weeks) with an amplitude which varies on the long term (years). In support of this hypothesis, we note that 8 of 10 UX Ori objects monitored at Mt Maidanak lie in the same region of the diagram (not shown). Also, the low frequency of such objects (5/35) agrees well with the probability of observing occultation events from the circumstellar disk as computed by Bertout (2000) . Alternatively, slowly evolving cold surface spots may produce this pattern for highly inclined objects. For this group of objects, the maximum light level corresponds to the photospheric luminosity.
At the other extreme, objects in the upper right part of the diagram spend most of their time close to the faint state (high C1) and their maximum light level varies significantly on the long term (see, e.g. DF Tau and DN Tau in Fig. 2 ). The variability of these objects is probably dominated by hot surface spots whose properties vary over the years. The photospheric luminosity of these objects would thus be best measured close to minimum brightness. Finally, most CTTs lie in the intermediate region of the diagram. They do not have any preferred brightness state (C1≃0.5) and their extreme brightness levels exhibit the same amount of long term variability (C2≃1), and sometimes (but not always) vary in a correlated fashion. The photometric variability of these objects may result from a mixture of hot and cold surface spots whose surface distribution and/or properties vary on the long term (see, e.g. DR Tau, T Tau, BM And, DI Cep in Fig. 2) . We show in an accompanying paper that WTTS, whose photometric variability is due to slowly evolving cold surface spots, lie in this intermediate region of the diagram as well.
Finally, we investigate the color behavior of the 49 CTTs in our sample. For most objects, the colors (either (V − R) or (B − V )) scale linearly with brightness. Hence, the color slope can be computed from a linear least square fit. For most CTTs (39), the correlation coefficient between V − R and V variations is higher than 0.47 (cf. Fig.8 ). Only 5 stars do not show any reliable dependence of V − R on brightness (correlation factor of lower than 0.47) when averaged over all seasons. These stars are: GG Tau, LkHα 191, LkHα 321, LX Ori, and V360 Ori. In addition, 5 CTTs demonstrate a more complex color behavior, some exhibiting a blue turnaround towards minimum brightness (cf. Fig.9 ). The unique color pattern of these stars (V521 Cyg, RY Tau, EH Cep, AA Tau, and CO Ori) is discussed below.
The histogram of ∆(V −R)
∆V color slopes for the 39 CTTs with linear color variations is shown in Figure 10 . The histogram peaks at values of order of 0.2-0.3, close to the value expected for variable circumstellar extinction (0.25), assuming interstellar extinction properties. This could be taken as evidence that CTTs light variability is caused by a changing screen of circumstellar dust intercepting the line of sight to the star (e.g. Bertout 2000) . However, similar color slopes can be reproduced as well by other mechanisms. We show in an accompanying paper that WTTS exhibit the same average
∆V color slope as CTTs. In WTTS, brightness and color variations result from the rotational modulation of the stellar flux by cold surface spots. Hence, color slopes usually do not uniquely distinguish between several possible sources of variability.
A similar analysis was carried out for the ∆(B−V ) ∆V color slope, whose histogram is also shown in Figure 10 and looks quite similar to the redder color, with a maximum at 0.2. The ISM extinction law for
∆V predicts a value of 0.32 if color changes are due to variable circumstellar extinction. However, besides extinction, other sources may affect the bluer colors of CTTs, for example the well known veiling phenomenon which is most important in the blue. Here again, color slopes are not sufficient to distinguish between the various possible sources of photometric variations.
Discussion
The short term (weeks) photometric variability of CTTs is usually interpreted as resulting from 3 possible causes, sometimes present simultaneously: (i) cold surface spots, presumably resulting from strong photospheric magnetic fields; (ii) hot spots at the stellar surface, related to disk accretion onto the star; and (iii) variable obscuration of the star by circumstellar matter.
The results obtained from the statistical analysis of the long term light curves of 49 CTTs are graphically summarized in the 3D plot shown in Fig. 11 . From these results, we attempt to identify sub-groups of stars which appear to share the same type of long term photometric behavior and try to relate it to specific physical processes. A major difficulty is that different processes may be at work on different timescales (hours, days, weeks, years), and several sources of variability are likely to coexist. In addition, other parameters, such as the system inclination, may yield a different photometric pattern for a given source of variability. We thus merely try to identify the dominant source of variability for each subgroup, among the 49 stars with sufficient data.
The largest group of CTTs we identify in Fig. 11 consists of 37 stars which exhibit homogeneous long term photometric variability. Of these, 15 are located close to the origin of the plot exhibiting a low level of variability. These 15 stars are shown by filled squares in Fig. 11 and the other 22 stars as crosses. The spectral types of these stars span a range from G5 up to M0. This group includes, e.g., T Tau and DI Cep. CTTs in this group are characterized by relatively stable patterns of variability on the long term. Many are known to be actively accreting from their disk and the analysis of their short term (weeks) photometric variability suggests it is dominated by hot surface spots, though cold spots as well as circumstellar extinction can also be present (Bouvier & Bertout 1989; Vrba et al. 1993; Bouvier et al. 1995; Bertout 2000) . Hence, the long term variability of these stars merely reflects variability on shorter timescales, with no significant variations from season to season.
The constancy of the light curves of these objects over the years suggests that even though the properties of surface hot spots appear to vary on the short term, possibly due to the changing accretion rate onto the star, the accretion process remains active and fairly stable on a timescale of several years. The large range of photometric amplitude displayed by CTTs in this group, from a 0 m .1 up to 1 m 6 in the V-band, may reflect either different accretion rates onto the star or geometric projection effects resulting from the combination of the spots latitude and the system's inclination. We do not find any correlation between photometric amplitudes and the time-averaged accretion rate in this sample using the H α flux as a proxy, which favors the latter explanation.
Besides this main group, a much smaller subgroup of deviant CTTs seen in Fig. 11 exhibits large changes in their mean brightness level over the years (DG Tau, HN Tau, UY Aur, CO Ori, and RY Tau) . These stars are shown by asterisks in Fig. 11 . Some of these, like UY Aur, display a smooth change of mean brightness over the years (Fig. 1) . Others however, exhibit abrupt mean brightness variations from one season to the next (e.g. from 11
m .71 to 13
m .31 between 1997 and 1998 for DG Tau). The origin of these variations cannot be unambiguously assigned to a single mechanism. Large scale variations of the accretion rate onto the star could produce such a behavior. Alternatively, a variation of the circumstellar extinction on the line of sight on a timescale of years cannot be excluded. Such a timescale would then point to an obscuring screen located in the outer disk regions.
Another small group exhibits significant seasonal variations in their photometric amplitude (EZ Ori, SU Aur, V2062 Oph, and GW Ori). We have shown these stars as circles in Fig. 11 . The long term light curve of these objects is characterized by a nearly constant maximum brightness level with a usually small amplitude of variability, but interrupted at times by deep fading episodes. The amplitude changes from season to season can amount to 52-90% of the average amplitude in these objects, while it amounts to only 10-47% in the rest of the CTTs sample. Some of these objects might be eclipsing binaries (e.g. GW Ori) . Others may undergo partial occultation by circumstellar disk material on a timescale ranging from weeks to years (e.g. SU Aur, cf. DeWarf et al. 2003 , Bertout 2000 .
Finally, a last group of a few CTTs exhibit unusual color behavior with a blue turnaround at minimum brightness (V521 Cyg, RY Tau, EH Cep, AA Tau, and CO Ori) . These stars are shown as triangles in Fig. 11 . This likely points to variable circumstellar extinction : as the stellar photosphere is partly occulted by circumstellar material, the ratio of scattered light to direct light increases, and the system turns bluer. These stars tend to be among the earlier type stars in our sample, with spectral types from F8 to K2, except for AA Tau, quite a typical CTTs with a spectral type K7 (Bouvier et al. 1999 (Bouvier et al. , 2006 . Such occultation effects are expected to be observed in only a small fraction of CTTs seen at high inclination (Bertout 2000) . Two stars of this group (RY Tau and CO Ori) also belong to the small group of CTTs with large changes in their mean brightness level over the years. They are shown by two superimposed symbols (asterisks and triangles) in Fig. 11 .
Our 20-year long photometric database thus provides the first opportunity to investigate the long term variability of a significant sample of CTTs. Yet, this baseline remains short compared to the accretion (viscous) timescale in an accretion disk, not to mention the Kelvin-Helmoltz PMS evolution timescale. Hence, while the longest photometric database available today on PMS stars, it may still miss some sources of variability acting on even longer timescales. As an illustration, the 40-yr long light curve of T Tau investigated by Mel'nikov & Grankin (2005) exhibits a gradual rise of the mean light level from V≃10.5 to V≃9.9 over a timescale of about 20 years prior to 1980.
Conclusion
The photometric variations of a large sample of CTTs have been monitored at Mt. Maidanak Observatory. More than 21 000 U BV R photometric measurements have been collected in a uniform manner for 72 CTTs over as many as twenty years. Based on this unique database, we investigated here the long term photometric properties of a subsample of 49 CTTs that were observed at least 12 times in each of 5 or more seasons. By defining a set of statistical parameters, we characterized the long term photometric patterns of this sample of CTTs.
Several types of long term photometric patterns were identified. The most common type, shared by about 75% of the CTTs in our sample, is characterized by low to moderate amplitudes of variability and relatively stable light variations on a timescale of several years. We argue that the source of variability in these objects is likely dominated by a mixture of hot and cold surface spots. In this subgroup, 15 stars were previously investigated by Herbst et al. (1994) and classified as Type II variables. Even though the properties of the spots may change on the short term (weeks), the overall stability of the light variations over the years suggest that the underlying physical processes, i.e., accretion onto the star for hot spots and strong magnetic fields for cold spots, remain instrumental and undergo only marginal changes on the longer term.
In addition to this common pattern, a few more peculiar types of long term photometric variations are found. They are characterized by significant changes in the mean brightness level and/or photometric amplitudes over the years. We suggest that, in most cases, this type of unusual variability is dominated by variable circumstellar extinction, presumably due to the inner (short term) or outer (long term) disk regions partially occulting the central star. Occultation effects are likely to happen only in objects seen at high inclination, which explains why these patterns are more rarely observed (cf. Bertout (2000)), being exhibited by only 12 CTTs over 49 in our sample. Most of the stars in this subgroup correspond to Type III variability as defined by Herbst et al. (1994) . As previously noted by these authors, we find that most (8/12) of the CTTs exhibiting this peculiar type of variability have a spectral type K2 or earlier, while most stars in our sample have later spectral types. Hence, this type of variability seems to preferentially (but not exclusively) affect early-type CTTs and may be related to the UXor variability pattern seen in a minority of the more massive Herbig Ae-Be stars.
Finally, we caution that photometric variability in CTTs, be it short or long term, often results from several processes acting simultaneously and which may be difficult to identify from photometry alone. Spectroscopic and polarimetric measurements obtained simultaneously with photometric ones, which have been gathered so far for very few CTTs, usually offer a clearer view of the physical processes responsible for the observed variability.
The results reported here on the long term photometric behavior of CTTs will be contrasted with a similar analysis of the long term photometric variations of WTTs from the same database in an accompanying paper. 
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